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is all of X. We recall that if X is a Banach space and s/ is a weakly closed algebra of operators on X trient is called reflexive if T £ 3$ (X) and T leaves invariant the common invariant subspaces of s/ implies T Ç s/. The principal result of this paper is concerned with the set consisting of composition operators on the Hardy spaces H p , 1 ^ p < oo . Lets/(L) denote the weakly closed subalgebra of 31 (H v ) generated by L. We show that every non-constant vector/ G H p is a cyclic vector iors/(L). We also show that this result is sharp in the sense that the theorem fails if S? is replaced by any abelian subgroup of S£. It is a straightforward consequence of this result, using a technique of S. Fisher [1] , that the linear span of ££ is uniformly dense in the disk algebra (the Banach space of functions continuous on A, and analytic in A).
A second result shows that if s/(L) is the weakly closed algebra of Se (H 1 ) generated by the set L then SI? (L) is reflexive.
The principal result.
It is well-known (cf. [5] The proof of Theorem 1 will require two lemmas.
^Aere ^4 ; -> 0, j = 1, 2, 3, . . . , w. for all /G iJ 1 . We proceed now to the proofs of Lemma's 1 and 2.
Proof of Lemma 1. First note that if
if & > 0 and thus (2) z?**0OI_o = *! (l -|\|*)$)*-i and also ( 3) /*(*(*))|_o=/*(-X).
We will show that D n {C<$>j ) has the following form:
where d k is a sum of terms of the form
with a > 0 and
Clearly Z)(Q/) ^(/'o*) (*') and Z> 2 (Q/) = (/"o*) (<*>' ) 2 + C/'o0) (<£") are of the desired form. We proceed by induction.
Suppose that D n \C^j ) has the desired form. Since
it suffices to consider the form of
where the U satisfy (6) 
Hence,
identically for all X, |X| < 1. In particular f n+1 (0) = 0, so 
As a corollary to Theorem 1 we obtain the following result about S^ as a subset of the disk algebra (the algebra of functions continuous on Â and analytic in A).
COROLLARY. Sf is uniformly dense in the disk algebra.
Proof. We imitate the proof of S. Fisher [1] . Let/ be in the disk algebra and set/,(z) = f(tz) for 0 < t < 1, z G A. y is a dense subset of H v by Theorem 1. Hence, there is a sequence {\[/ n } in Sf tending to / in H v and consequently \\[/ n ] tends to / uniformly on compacta. If e > 0 is given we can find a \j/ G Sf and a 0 < t < 1 such that
We show yp t G 5^. From the definitions of yp and \[/ t it is sufficient to show that
The first term is in 5^ and the latter in S^ by Lemma 3. Proof. Let us recall first a theorem of Radjavi-Rosenthal [4] . They have shown that if s/ is a weakly closed algebra with a totally ordered invariant subspace lattice and containing a maximal abelian self-adjoint algebra, then s/ is reflexive. Finally, we note that Theorem 1 fails if «if is replaced by an abelian subgroup «if ' of «if. In fact if 0 G -èf', Nordgren [3] has shown that Q has nonconstant eigenfunctions. Suppose M\ is an eigenspace for Q, and/ G ikf\,/ nonconstant. If \j/ commutes with <j> then Q commutes with Q, and it follows that M\ is invariant under C$. Thus f{S£') CI ikf\. Some examples of abelian subgroups are (i) {^ ( 2 )=f^1 -K^<l} = { * €if|*(l) = !,*(-!)= -1|.
